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The submillimeter spectra of GdFeO, crystals have been found to contain a quasiferromagnetic 
and a quasiantiferromagnetic mode of the antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR). A study is 
made of the temperature dependence of their resonance frequencies v,,, (T) ,  their linewidths 
r'1,2'( T), and the contributions Ap,,, ( T) of these modes to the static magnetic permeability. For 
T <  40 K an unusual increase of the AFMR frequencies is observed. It is shown theoretically that 
the observed behavior of v , ,  ( T)is due to the interaction of spin oscillations of the Fe3+ ions with 
the Gd sublattice, which is "frozen" at these frequencies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The magnetic properties of the rare earth orthoferrites 
RFeO,, where R is a rare earth ion, are largely determined 
by the interaction between the antiferromagnetically or- 
dered Fe subsystem and the paramagnetic (for T >  4 K )  rare 
earth subsystem.' In particular, this interaction is the cause 
of the various orientational phase transitions observed in 
these compounds. 

It is accordingly of interest to elucidate the influence of 
the R subsystem on the rf magnetic properties of the ortho- 
ferrites, particularly on the behavior of the antiferromagnet- 
ic resonance (AFMR) frequencies. An important role 
should be played by the rare earth modes, whose frequencies, 
which are determined by the splitting of the ground multi- 
plet of the rare earth ion in the crystalline and external fields 
and in the effective field due to the Fe subsystem, can lie 
above or below the AFMR frequencies. The behavior of the 
AFMR frequencies with decreasing temperature depends on 
which of these two possiblities is realized and can differ qual- 
itatively in different orthoferrites, as the data of Refs. 2-5 
attest. 

In this paper we study the rf properties of gadolinium 
orthoferrite GdFeO,. This orthoferrite has the feature that 
the splitting of the ground state of the Gd3+ ion at H = 0 is 
extremely small ( < 0.1 cm- ' ), i.e., the eigenfrequencies of 
the Gd sublattice are substantially lower than the AFMR 
frequencies in the Fe subsystem ( - 10 cm-I). Our studies 
revealed that this circumstance leads to unusual behavior of 
the AFMR frequencies, viz., they show an increase with de- 
creasing temperature rather than the expected decrease due 
to the decrease of the effective anisotropy constants on ac- 
count of the Gd-Fe intera~t ion.~ This behavior of the 
AFMR frequencies is due to a peculiar effect in the dynamics 
of the Gd sublattice and its interaction with the Fe subsys- 
tem at frequencies v=: 10 cm-'. We show that at these fre- 
quencies the Gd sublattice can be considered "frozen" and 
the deviations of its magnetic moments from the equilibrium 
position can be neglected. In this case the oscillations of the 
spins of the Fe subsystem actually occur only in a static ef- 
fective field due to the Gd subsystem. This dynamical behav- 
ior of the Fe and R subsystems is similar in many respects to 
the "magnetoelastic gap" or "frozen-lattice" effect.'z8 

2. EXPERIMENT 

Single crystals of GdFeO, were grown by float zoning 
with radiative heating.9 The samples were cut from the origi- 
nal boules in the form of plane-parallel a-cut slabs with 
transverse dimensions - 1 cm and a thickness - 1 mm. The 
surfaces of the slabs were then optically processed. 

Using the Epsilon submillimeter backward-wave-tube 
spectrometer,1° we measured the transmission spectra of 
GdFeO, over the frequency range 150-1000 GHz at tem- 
peratures T = 4.2-300 Kin zero external magnetic field. We 
detected two AFMR modes: a quasiferromagnetic and a 
quasiantiferromagnetic mode, which are excited by rf mag- 
netic fields hlc  and hllc, respectively. By processing the 
transmission spectra by a technique described in Ref. 1 1, we 
determined the temperature dependence of the parameters 
of these modes: their resonance frequencies v,,, (T) ,  their 
linewidths T),  and the contributions Ap,,, (T)  of these 
modes to the static magnetic permeability. Figure 1 shows 
the temperature dependence of the resonance frequencies 
and linewidths of the two AFMR modes. The contribution 
to the static magnetic permeability was found to be practi- 
cally independent of temperature at all the temperatures 
studied, and Ap, = Ap,  z Ap, = Ap,--0.0008. 

Let us turn our attention to the considerable growth in 
the frequencies of the two AFMR modes for T <  40 K (Fig. 
la) .  This behaviorif the AFMR frequencies is somewhat 
unusual in view of the known static properties6.I2 of 
GdFeO,. According to Ref. 12, at all temperatures 
T <  T,, = 650 K the spin configuration of the iron ions in 
this orthoferrite is r,(G,F, ), with the weak ferromagnetism 
vector F along the c axis and the antiferromagnetism vector 
G along the a axis. A study of the static magnetic properties 
of GdFeO, has revealed6 that the anisotropy of the Ge-Fe 
interaction in this crystal leads to an appreciable decrease of 
the effective anisotropy constant K ZT in the ac plane as the 
temperature is lowered. One would therefore expect a de- 
crease in the frequency of the quasiferromagnetic mode of 
the AFMR at low temperatures, in accordance with the usu- 
al relation w ,  = y(2H,HxT) ' I 2  (Fig. I ) ,  where y is the gyr- 
omagnetic ratio, HE is the exchange field, and 
H z f  = K zf/M,, is the effective anisotropy field. (This rela- 
tion holds very well in TmFeO,, for example.) l3  We do not 
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600f FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the parameters of 
the AFMR modes in GdFeO,: resonance frequencies 
v,,, (a)  and linewidths T"." (b)  for the quasiferro- 
magnetic (experimental curve 1 ) and quasiantiferro- 
magnetic (experimental curve 2 )  modes of the 

300 AFMR. Curves 3 and 4 were calculated using Eq. 
(16').  Curve 5 was calculated by the formulas 
v ,  = ( y / 2 1 ~ )  [ 2 H E ~ z f (  T) ] ' I 2 ,  where H :f(T) was 
taken from Ref. 6.  
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see this in GdFeO,, however. The reason for this diverse 
behavior, as we shall see, is that the dynamic susceptibility of 
the Gd subsystem in the frequency range investigated is 
much smaller than the static susceptibility, and the Gd sub- 
system is therefore in effect a frozen sublattice which creates 
only a static effective field acting on the Fe subsystem. 

3. THEORY 

To obtain a consistent description of the observed dy- 
namical properties of GdFeO,, let us consider the coupled 
oscillations of the antiferromagnetically ordered Fe subsys- 
tem and the paramagnetic Gd subsystem, which is polarized 
along the c axis on account of the Gd-Fe interaction. This 
interaction will be described in the effective (molecular) 
field approximation, which is widely used for describing the 
properties of orthoferrites.' The Hamiltonian of the Gd-Fe 
interaction is written6 

This Hamiltonian has been shown6 to give a good descrip- 
tion of the static magnetic properties observed in GdFeO,. 
Here gJ = 2, p, is the Bohr magneton, W 2 is the operator 
for the total mechanical angular momentum of the Gd3+ 
ion, 

is the matrix of the anisotropic Gd-Fe interaction, and the 
+ signs refer to the different crystallographically inequiva- 

lent positions of the Gd3+ ions. 
To describe the dynamics of the magnetic moments of 

the Fe subsystem, we use the Landau-Lifshitz equations in 
which, with the aid of ( 1 ), we have introduced the effective 
fields acting on the Fe subsystem on account of the Gd sub- 
system: 

are the ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism vectors of 
the Fe subsystem, which is treated in the two-sublattice (M, 
and M,) approximation, Mo = IM, ( = IM,I are the specific 
magnetic moments of the sublattices, a is the interaction 
constant for the isotropic Gd-Fe exchange, 

where the square brackets denote the vector (cross) prod- 
uct, a and p are damping coefficients,14 

HF=-Mo-l(a@F,/dF+aF), 
(4) 

H,=-Mo-' (d@F,/dG+FRPpf C,?P,), 

@,, (F, G) = i / z A F 2 + i / 2 ~ , , F e ~ G , 2 + i / 2 ~ U ( I F e + i / I ~ z ~ ~ + ~ ~  

~lI~Iiz"GzzG,"-d(FIG,-F,G,)  -MoFH ( 5  
is the thermodynamic potential of the Fe subsystem 
(see, e.g., Ref. I ) ,  F, = ( M 2  +M,)/2 and C, 
= ( M 2  - M, )/2 are the dynamical variables of the R 

subsystem, M z  = - NgJp, ( J z  ) are the average specific 
magnetic moments of the two sublattices of the R subsystem, 
N is the number of rare earth ions per gram, P, 
= (P+ +P-) /2 ,  andP, = (P+ -P- ) /2 .  

The dynamics of the paramagnetic Gd subsystem is also 
described by equations of type ( 3 ) ,  in which we have intro- 
duced a longitudinal relaxation in addition to the transverse 
relaxation (see, e.g., Ref. 15). We neglect the small splitting 
of the ground multiplet of the Ge3+ ion in the crystalline 
field ( -E < 0.1 cm-' ) and consider only the external field 
and the internal effective field, which is parallel to the c axis 
in a I',(G,F, ) phase. Writing the dynamical variables in the 
form 
F=Fo+ AF, G=Go+ AG, FR=FRO+ AF,, CR=CRo+ACR, 

where FO, Go, FOR, and CO, are the average (statistical) val- 
ues, and linearizing the equations of motion, we express the 
variables of the R subsystem in terms of AF and AG and the 
external magnetic field h = ho exp(iwt): 
AF,=~,(W) (h+aAF+P,AG), AC,=?,(W) P ~ A G .  ( 6 )  

h A 

The dynamic susceptibilities X ,  and y ,  govern the response 
of the Gd subsystem to the variable effective fields, which 
cause a polarization of the ferromagnetic ( AF, ) and antifer- 
romagnetic (AC, ) types. In the I?, phase they are of the 
form 

A 

P'= 
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0 0 P x z  

0 0 tP,, 

Pzx  5 Pzu 0 
(2)  



where 
x-==%w= no (l+iS) [ (l+iS) '- (o/oR)'] -', 

Xi = C/ (  T + OF) is the paramagnetic susceptibility of the 
Ge subsystem, 

are the resonance frequencies of the Ge3+ ion, and y, is the 
gyromagnetic ratio. 

The longitudinal and transverse relaxation frequencies 
of tke Ge subsystem are w,, and w, = a,w,. The susceptib- 
lityz, (w) is given by formulas (7)  and (8)  with O, in place 
of OF. The paramagnetic Curie temperatures 0, and 0, 
here take into account the isotropic Gd-Gd interaction. The 
static values FOR and C i  are also determined by formulas (7)  
and (8),  with w = 0 and with the corresponding static values 
H:, F:, and G(:. 

By substituting the values of AF, and AC, into the 
linearized equations (3) ,  we find the resonance frequencies 
and the total dynamic susceptibility of the system. In the 
r,(G,F,) phase that arises in GdFeO,, there are two inde- 
pendent vibrational modes (see also Ref. 16). The first vi- 
brational mode involves" the variables AF,,y, AG,, AF?, 
and AC;y. The resonance frequencies are determined from 
the equation (a = 0) 

6)2[~+XRry ( a )  y a ~ j l i a ~ ~ o ] = y 2 [ 2 ~ , - a Z ~ R u ~ m ) / ~ o ]  H z:(o), 

(9) 
where 

H1=aF,o-p,,G,o, 2HE=A/Mo, 
HacPe=KacFe/M0, H :: ((o) = (Ha,Pe+xR0pzr2/Mo) G.0' 

In the absence of damping, Eq. (9)  reduces to a cubic equa- 
tion in w2 whose roots determine the three resonance fre- 
quencies. One of these frequencies is the analog of the fre- 
quency of the quasiferromagnetic mode of the Fe subsystem, 
and the other two are the quasirare-earth modes. 

The second vibrational mode involves the variables 
AF,, AGx,y, AF',, and AC', . In this case there is one reso- 
nance frequency, which is the analog of the quasiantiferro- 
magnetic mode of the Fe subsystem, and there are also relax- 
ational frequencies corresponding to the longitudinal 
vibrations of the Ge subsystem. The resonance frequency is 
determined from the equation 

where 
H,=aG.O-p,,FZo, 

H zf ( (0 )  = (Ho~Fe+~Ro~zxZ/Md) G2'+GIOFz0 (-HD+x~Oapzz/Mo) 
+ H,O (~R"pz,/Mo) G,"-xR"(~) (pzvGIO)'IMo, ( 12) 

HabFe=KabPe/Mo, HD=d/Mo. 

The quantities Hz:(w) and H:E(w) and (9)  and (11) 
go over for w - 4  to the effective anisotropy fields of 

GdFeO,, which are related to the anisotropy constants and 
thermodynamic potential of the system by 

K::= ( a 2 ~ / a e y ) , ,  = M,H::(o), 
(13) 

Here Q(8,p)  is the thermodynamic potential of GdFeO, 
that was used in Ref. 6 (see also Ref. 17) for analysis of the 
static magnetic properties. The polar angle 6 and azimuthal 
angle p specify the orientation of the antiferromagnetism 
vector G of the Fe3+ ions. The derivatives in ( 13 ) are evalu- 
ated in the r, phase at 8 = ~ / 2 ,  p = 0 , ~ .  

Depending on the relationship of the AFMR eigenfre- 
quencies 

mlFe=y (2HEHCcFe),'", mZFe=y (2HEH,bFe+Ho2) ' 
of the Fe subsystem and w, of the R subsystem, formulas 
(9)  and ( 11 ) lead to two different situations. Let us consider 
the case w, (wy,;, which obtains in GdFeO, in a relatively 
small external field. In particular, for H = 0 

v~*=y (aF,O+p,,G,O) /2n=yH :,/2n= IGHz, 

where, according to Refs. 6 and 12 

IH:,I=Ip,,-adlAI=310Oe. 

Let us also assume that the relaxational frequencies w,, and 
w, are much lower than wf. Inthis case the dynamic suscep- 
tibility of the Gd subsystem at the AFMR frequencies will be 
much smaller than the static value We can thus neglect 
the former in (9)  and ( 1 1 ) and get the following expressions 
for the AFMR frequencies: 

mi2=2y2HEH:: ((00, m?=2y2H~Hzz (w) .  (14) 
This approximation is equivalent to neglecting all the oscil- 
latory variables of the Gd subsystem (AF,,AC, ) in the 
equations of motion (3) and taking only their static values 
into account. Thus, in this case the Gd sublattice will behave 
as a frozen system that produces only a static effective field 
at the Fe3+ ions. 

We note that in the opposite case, when the frequency of 
the R subsystem is substantially higher than the AFMR fre- 
quency, formulas (14) should be written with 
H ( co )+H ;Fa, (0) and 2He+2HE - xia2/M,. This 
case corresponds to a situation in which the variables of the 
R subsystem can instantaneously follow the variables of the 
Fe subsystem. Here one can use the Landau-Lifshitz equa- 
tions with a thermodynamic potential renormalized by the 
R-Fe interaction (see, e.g., Ref. 1 1 ). This situation is typical 
for the quasiferromagnetic mode of the AFMR in 
TmFeO,. l3 

Let us analyze in more detail the case of the frozen R 
sublattice in GdFeO,. Calculating the equilibrium values for 
H,O=O. 

we find for the AFMR frequencies ( 14) 
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where my,; are the resonance frequencies of the Fe subsystem 
in the absence of the Gd-Fe interaction, and 
H:, = p ,  - ad / A  is the effective field at the Gd3+ ions in 
the r4 phase. Formulas ( 16) give a good qualitative descrip- 
tion of the observed temperature dependence of the AFMR 
frequencies Y,,, (T) .  The quantity c,,2X: (H:, )'/M0 is the 
static effective field acting on the Fe subsystem on account of 
the Gd3+ ions; this field stabilizes the T4 phase and increases 
with decreasing temperature. However, to get a quantitative 
description of the observed temperature dependence 
v,,, ( T) we would need a value H :, =:4-5 kOe, which is sub- 
stantially larger than the value IH:, I = 0.31 kOe obtained 
from the static magnetic measurements." This discrepancy 
may stem from the presence of addition effective fields at 
some of the Gd3+ ions due to the decompensation of the 
magnetic moments of the Fe3+ ions on account of defects or 
impurities in the crystal. The effect of these additional fields 
can be illustrated clearly for the example of magnetic vacan- 
cies in the Fe subsystem,'%hich arise when an Fe3+ ion is 
replaced by a nonmagnetic impurity ion. If the nearest- 
neighbor environment of a rare earth ion contains such a 
nonmagnetic impurity ion (a  magnetic vacancy), the de- 
compensation of the magnetic moments of the antiferromag- 
netically ordered Fe3+ ions will give rise to a random ex- 
change field H,, =: f AG at the rare earth ion, where A is 
the isotropic exchange constant of an R3+-Fe3+ pair. A cal- 
culation analogous to the above shows that the AFMR fre- 
quencies in the frozen Gd sublattice approximation are giv- 
en in this case by the formulas 

o:, = (ot? ) '  + 2yEHE[~1,2~R0(H:ff)2 + ~z)l~~A~]/f i . l , ,  ( 16') 

wherex is the concentration of magnetic vacancies andz = 8 
is the number of Fe3+ nearest neighbors of the rare earth ion. 
Assuming that H :, = 0.3 1 kOe, C = 0.03 cm/g . deg, 
0, =4.3 K, a = - 180 kOe (Refs. 6 and 12), A=;a/z, 
YY = 310 GHz, v F  = 670 GHz, HE = 6.7. lo6 Oe, 
M, = 106 G cm3/g, and y = 1.76 lo7 Hz/Oe, we find that 
formula ( 17) gives a rather good description of the observed 
temperature dependence v,,, ( T) at magnetic-vacancy con- 
centrations of only 0.4% (see Fig. la)." Importantly, this 
magnetic-vacancy mechanism has practically no effect on 
the static magnetic properties of GdFeO, (since the suscep- 
tibility of the Gd3+ ions is isotropic) but can be manifested 
only in the dynamic properties, by virtue of the frozen Gd 
sublattice. 

Let us conclude by considering the behavior of the total 
dynamic susceptibility tensorx of GdFeO,, which in the T4 
phase has the same form as in (7) .  In the approximation of a 
frozen Gd sublattice with small damping, the components of 
this tensor are (H: = 0): 

where w, = yHD, X: = Md2HE, and T"' and T',' are coef- 

ficients which determine the linewidth of the quasiferromag- 
netic and quasiantiferromagnetic modes of the AFMR. The 
temperature dependence of I"'." = T"."/2 P was deter- 
mined experimentally (Fig. lb) .  At low temperatures these 
coefficients are practically independent of T, indicating that 
the main contribution to the linewidths at low T is from 
defects and imperfections in the ~ r ~ s t a l . ~ ~ ~ ' ~  With increasing 
T we see a growth of T"." that is apparently due to an in- 
crease in the role of self-relaxation (four-magnon, six-mag- 
non, etc. ) p r o c e ~ s e s . ~ ' . ~ ~  

It follows from ( 17) that the contributions of the modes 
to the static magnetic permeability Ap, = Ap, = 4 ~ :  for 
hllb and Ap, = Ap, = 4 ~ x 7  for h(lc, should be identical and 
independent of temperature, as is well confirmed by the mea- 
surements. This allows us to findx? = 0.8 . lo-' cm3/g and 
HE = 6.7 lo6 Oe, where we have assumed for GdFeO, a 
density of p = 8 g/cm%nd a sublattice spin magnetic mo- 
ment M, = 106 G cmvg. Knowingxy and the AFMR fre- 
quencies, we can determine the anisotropy constants K :; 
and K 2. For T = 300 K we have K = 0.96 lo5 erg/g and 
k :; = K ,F,' + d 2/A = 3.7 . lo5 erg/g. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Let us summarize the results of this study. We have 
detected two AFMR modes-one quasiferromagnetic and 
one quasiantiferromagnetic-in the submillimeter transmis- 
sion spectra of the orthoferrite GdFeO,. We have obtained 
the temperature dependence of the parameters of these 
modes, viz., the resonance frequencies Y ,,, ( T) , the 
linewidths T), and the contributions A p ,,, ( T) to the 
static magnetic permeability, in the temperature range 4.2- 
300 K. 

We observed an increase in the AFMR frequencies of 
GdFeO, with decreasing temperature (for T <  40 K);  this is 
unusual in view of the fact that the effective anisotropy con- 
stants, on the contrary, suffer a decrease due to the Gd-Fe 
interaction. 

We have carried out a theoretical analysis of the cou- 
pled oscillations of the magnetic moment of the Fe and Gd 
subsystems. We have shown that the observed behavior of 
the AFMR frequencies can be explained by the interaction 
of the magnetic moments of the Fe3+ ions with the Gd sub- 
lattice, which is "frozen" at the frequencies in question be- 
cause of its low natural or relaxation frequencies. Thus the 
spin oscillations of the Fe3+ ions in effect occur in a static 
effective field (which increases with decreasing tempera- 
ture) due to the Gd subsystem. We have shown that the Gd- 
Fe interaction parameters obtained from the static magnetic 
measurements give only a qualitative description of the ob- 
served temperature dependence of v,,, . To obtain a quantita- 
tive description we have invoked a mechanism involving the 
magnetic vacancies which arise in a real crystal because of 
defects and impurities. Better agreement between the experi- 
mental and theoretical Y , , ~  (T )  curves is found with 
allowance for the magnetic vacancy mechanism at a magnet- 
ic vacancy concentration of only 0.4%. 

We have calculated the components of the dynamic 
magnetic susceptibility tensor and found that their behavior 
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is in good agreement with the measured contribution of the 
modes to the static magnetic permeability. 

"Since in the present description the wavelengths of the vectors of the Fe 
sublattice are conserved, i.e., F2 + G2 = 1, F G = 0, the variables AF 
and AG are coupled. For example, in the T4 phase we have 
F:AG, + GYMx = 0 and F;M, + GYAG, = 0. 

"The deviation of the theoretical v2(T) curve from the experimental 
curve for mode 2 at T >  100 K is due to temperature dependence in 
$ ( T ) ,  which we have ignored in the calculation. 
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